
Friday 28th April 2017
Candle Lighting 5.00pm
Maariv 6.15pm

A word from the Rabbi

NATURE IS NOT GOOD

As a father I have a vested interest in keeping not only myself healthy, but my 
children as well. For this reason I try to purchase healthy products for lunch 
boxes and household nibbles. It’s hard for us nutritional lay-people to 
distinguish between junk and healthy foods, and often we rely on the 
products themselves to inform us of their nutritional qualities. ‘Fat free’ seems 
quite clear. ‘No preservatives’ – that must be good?
But there is one term that has duped me: 100% natural. It sounds healthy and 
surely preferable to 100% unnatural. Natural does not mean healthy; tobacco 
is natural and snake bites are natural, neither of which are advisable or 
desirable.
100% natural is the nutritional equivalent of stating that a product is the 
product of Australia, interesting and perhaps preferable, but nutritionally 
irrelevant.
This week’s Parsha opens with the Mitzvah of Brit Milah. There is a Midrash 
that tells of a debate between a Roman governor, Turnus Rufus, and Rabbi 
Akiva.
“Whose actions are more beautiful, those of God or of man?” asked Rufus. 
“Surely those of God, so why do you circumcise yourselves?”
Rabbi Akiva replied, “Those of man are more beautiful.” Rabbi Akiva then 
brought him raw wheat and some cakes and said, “This [wheat] is the work of 
God and these [cakes] are the work of man. Aren’t the cakes better than the 
wheat?”
This debate highlights two different philosophical approaches to the natural 
world. One understands nature as a perfect creation, not to be touched. We 
should embrace our nature, not reject it. 
Rabbi Akiva’s belief, on the other hand, rejects this approach. The Torah’s 

Shabbat 29th April 2017
Shacharit 9.00am 
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Parshat Tazria/Metzora

goals are not to reform wayward and unnatural behaviours; on the contrary, 
every sin is a progression from a natural, normal desire to a natural action. 
Acting on our natural impulse is not an aberration, but it is also not good.
The Torah seeks to mould goodness and morality through overcoming one’s 
nature. We are commanded to feel compassion, not disdain; to love, not to 
hate; to be patient and not to get angry; and to commit to fidelity rather than 
live a life of promiscuity.
Negative feelings are natural and God-given, but they are not good.
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We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate 
Yartzeit this week:

WE WISH A HEARTY MAZAL TOV ON YOUR WEDDING ANNIVERSARY TO:
    Colin and Edna Sussman

WE WISH A HEARTY MAZAL TOV ON YOUR BAR/BAT MITZVAH ANNIVERSARY TO:

 Lance Belnick  Ron Geffin  Moses Gordon
 Julian Hotz  Maxine Lorge  Bryan Resnik
 Ian Rosenbaum  Ben Rosenbaum Jason Leiboff

Ada Berger  for her husband  Alec Berger
Rachelle Vinokur for her father  Alec Berger
Colin Sussman  for his grandfather Israel Bloom
Estelle Behrens  for her husband  Cyril Cohen
Joel Cohen  for his father  Cyril Cohen
Helen Shacknofsky for her mother  Esther Dreyer
Eliot Levin  for his uncle  Solomon Flax
Ilana Michels  for her father  Raphael Goldstein
Edna Sussman  for her mother  Rachel Hassoun
Robyn Berman  for her mother  Riva Klass
David Newhouse for his father  Arnold Newhouse MBE
Les Saretzki  for his mother  Edith Saretzki
Louis Shulman and
Kevin Shulman  for their father  Abraham Shulman
Linda Ziman  for her father  Harry Skop
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Shabbat shalom


